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The Silent Invasion, a Cult-Classic Graphic Novel of
Conspiracies and Paranoia Returns!
A new installment in the cult-classic graphic novel series, The Silent Invasion, by Canadian
authors Michael Cherkas and Larry Hancock, will be released by NBM Publishing of New York on
October 19, 2021. The book, titled Dark Matter, will be available through regular print and digital
distribution channels.
The Silent Invasion is a fast-paced graphic novel thriller that the authors have called “a science ﬁctionmystery” as it often uses the tropes of old science ﬁction “B-movies” and classic ﬁlm noir.
Dark Matter—set in an alternate-world 1970s—follows detective Eddy Dime who, while working on
a missing persons case, is reluctantly drawn into a shadowy world of alien abductions, UFO religious
cults, secret brainwashing experiments and a scheming cabal weaving byzantine webs of deep state
conspiracies, fear, and paranoia in an America that may be controlled by mysterious space aliens. This
volume features the ﬁrst brand new material that the creative team have produced in the series in
almost 20 years.
The visually striking series is drawn in a bold and expressionistic European-inﬂuenced black and white
style that gives the book a ‘cartoony’ appearance. However, Dark Matter is a complex, compelling and
sometimes humorous tale ﬁlled with numerous twists and turns.
Asked why they chose to release a brand new book in the series thirty-ﬁve years after their ﬁrst, writer
Hancock pointed to the current political atmosphere ﬁlled with rampant conspiracy theories and said, “If
there is any time for a good dose of paranoia, it’s now.”
Cherkas who co-plots and illustrates The Silent Invasion commented, “Over the past few years wild
conspiracy theories have migrated from the fringe element to the mainstream. It makes you want to
laugh and cry at the same time. But don’t get me wrong, I like a good conspiracy theory.” He added with
a smile, “You’ll never convince me that Americans have landed on the moon.”
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The Silent Invasion ﬁrst appeared as a 12-issue comic book series in 1986. It was chosen by a leading
industry magazine as one of the 10 best comics of 1986—a watershed year for graphic ﬁction—which
included Watchmen, The Dark Knight Returns and Love and Rockets. Hancock and Cherkas followed this
up with a sequel in 2001. NBM has recently re-released these previous works as the ﬁrst three volumes
of The Silent Invasion series: Red Shadows, The Great Fear and Abductions!.
By day, Michael Cherkas, who draws and co-plots the book, is an art director, graphic designer and
illustrator and scriptwriter Larry Hancock is a professional accountant. Both live in Toronto, Canada.
Under cover of the night, they have created a disturbing insight into modern conspiracy theories of
UFOs and deep state government.

To receive a copy for review purposes, or if you would like further information contact:
Stefan Blitz: publicity@nbmpub.com
To contact the authors directly:
Larry Hancock: larry@dlarryhancock.ca Tel: 416 737 7276
Both Michael Cherkas and Larry Hancock are available for interviews.
You can ﬁnd more information and download a Media Kit including covers, artwork and other material
on our website nbmpub.com at the ‘For Press’ page.
Reviewers, please mention the NBM website nbmpub.com
Websites, please send us a link to your review.

The Silent Invasion: Dark Matter
7x10 inches, 152 pages, B&W trade paperback, $16.99, ISBN 978-1-68112-283-9
Publication date: October, 2021.
(###)
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THE SILENT INVASION

MIGHT BE THE

BEST
SERIES OF
GRAPHIC NOVELS

YOU’VE NEVER

READ

PRAISE FOR THE SILENT INVASION
“A series that will undoubtedly become a classic … this
series has it all: great plotting, humor, suspense and
excellent stylized black and white drawings.”
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Potently evocative, impeccably tailored and fabulously
cool, The Silent Invasion remains a unique, boldly
imagined and cunningly crafted adventure. Rendered in
a style then considered revolutionary and even today
still spectacularly expressionistic, this is a classic epic
long-overdue for a modern revival: an unforgettable
gateway to an eerily familiar yet comfortably exotic era
of innocent joy and a million “top secrets” which no fan
of fantastic thriller ﬁction should ignore.”
NOW READ THIS Graphic Novel Reviews and Recommendations

“[The Silent Invasion] is pure entertainment ... but also
food for thought!”
ROBERT J. SAWYER, author of “Quantum Night”

“These big people with little heads lumbering through
starkly black and white landscapes inhabit a nightmare
world that is all the more frightening because it is
recognizably our own.”
MAX ALLAN COLLINS, author of “Road to Perdition”

“This reissue of a cult classic sci-ﬁ mystery that touches
upon deep state conspiracies and fake news remains
incredibly relevant.”
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

“A dark tale blend of intrigue, sci-ﬁ, and hard-boiled
noir, The Silent Invasion: Red Shadows is riveting to the
last page and highly recommended.”
MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW

“Abductions! offers an unforgettable gateway to an
eerily familiar yet comfortably exotic era of innocent
joy and a million “top secrets” which no fan of fantastic
thriller ﬁction should ignore and the best is still to
come.”
COMICS REVIEW

“Intelligent, original indie comics like this make a nice
change of pace from the ubiquitous super-heroes taking
over the cinema.”
SF CROWS NEST
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THE SILENT INVASION, DARK MATTER

MICHAEL CHERKAS AND LARRY HANCOCK

The Silent Invasion is copyright © 2021 by Michael Cherkas and Larry Hancock.
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OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE IN THIS SERIES FROM NBM PUBLISHING
BOOK 1, THE SILENT INVASION, RED SHADOWS
Introduction by Max Allan Collins
In this era of fake news and ‘deep state’ the return of this cult-classic couldn’t be more
timely! Set against the background of a nightmarish 1950s crawling with communist
spies, corrupt FBI agents, McCarthyites, Stalinists, cold warriors, ﬂying saucers,
mysterious government organizations, The Silent Invasion weaves a byzantine tale
of mystery and deceit as a bewildered investigative reporter Matt Sinkage pursues
the truth behind an apparent alien invasion of earth that points to involvement at the
highest levels of American government officials.
7x10 inches, 160 pages, B&W trade paperback: $16.99; e-books: $9.99
ISBN 978-1-68112-174-1

BOOK 2, THE SILENT INVASION, THE GREAT FEAR
The paranoia and conspiracy theories continue! Beleaguered reporter Matt Sinkage’s
quest to discover the truth behind an apparent, government-backed alien invasion
of earth leads him to investigate a quasi-religious UFO cult based in an idyllic small
American community. Then the sudden death of a prominent politician paves the way
for Senator Harrison Callahan to seek the Presidency of the United States. But Sinkage,
believing that Callahan is an alien pawn, is determined to stop him at all costs.
7x10 inches, 160 pages, B&W trade paperback: $16.99; e-books: $9.99
ISBN 978-1-68112-206-9

BOOK 3, THE SILENT INVASION, ABDUCTIONS
Introduction by Robert J Sawyer
Several years after his fateful ﬁnal encounter with would-be presidential assassin Matt
Sinkage, private detective Phil Housley ﬁnds himself reluctantly protecting a paranoid
lawyer from alien abductions, sinister government agents and mad scientists. At the
same time Housley is battling demons from his past that threaten to unravel his own
fragile sanity. Collected here for the ﬁrst time, “Abductions!” continues The Silent
Invasion saga of a deeply paranoid and fearful America.
7x10 inches, 136 pages, B&W trade paperback: $16.99; e-books: $9.99
ISBN 978-1-68112-255-7
TO ORDER THESE BOOKS:
Comics Retailers: We are distributed by Diamond and we also sell direct.
In the US or Canada contact our rep: Tony Shenton; shenton4sales@aol.com
or call: 1-888-789-6147.
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